This paper used a thermistor string-based snow and ice mass balance apparatus (SIMBA), which is a novel monitoring method for snow and ice thickness, to monitor the temperatures of air, snow, ice and water, and to get the snow and ice products applying an algorithm, finally to reveal the relationship between climate change and snow/ice thickness. Based on the decadal date sets, authors described the snow and ice temperature regimes, snow depth, ice thickness, and ice compositions as well as meteorological variables at the Finnish Space Centre. These decadal data sets provided firstly can also be used for numerical and satellite validation and can be comparable to the results obtained from other cold regions. So, it is important and interesting issue and is worthy of publication after some revisions. Some comments are raised as follows.

- The paper is wrote well entirely. However, there are still some problems in English writing. Such as, “thermal heat conductivity” is suggested to be “thermal conductivity”; Please check “Figure 8” in Line 195 and “Figure 9” in Line 211. It is suggested to revise the English description entirely.

Reply: Thanks for your suggestions. We made corresponding corrections and the language of the entire manuscript has been checked carefully.

- “Figure 8” in Line 195 should be “Figure3”

Reply: Corrected.

- “Figure 9” in Line 211 should be “Figure4”

Reply: Corrected.

- “thermal heat conductivity” in Line 194 modified to “thermal conductivity”

Reply: All changes in the manuscript.

- In Lines 328-329, author described “….a decrease of FDD is expected to result in less
formation of columnar ice”. Please explain why.

Reply: To be more precise, in the revised manuscript, we change FDD and TDD to AFDD and ATDD, respectively. So AFDD is the accumulated freezing degree day, and ATDD is the accumulated thawing degree day. So FDD is a measure of how cold the day is and AFDD is a quantitative estimation on how cold a winter is. Based on classical Stefan’s law (1891), i.e., ice growth is proportional to the accumulated freezing degree day (AFDD). A decrease of AFDD means the winter is less cold, so the columnar ice (ice frozen due to freezing of lake water) is reduced. To avoid confusion, we updated the figure caption: Figure 11. The seasonal accumulated negative freezing degree day (AFDD) and positive thaw degree day (ATDD) during the observation period (2009/2010 – 2019/2020).

- In Lines 381-383, the increase of air temperature in winter season is highly correlated with seasonal total accumulated precipitation. Please address its reasons.

Reply: In Scandinavia, warm winter weather is typically associated with higher precipitation rates. This is because they are due the same reason. Transient cyclones transport warm, moist air masses to Scandinavia. Without transient cyclones, colder and drier winter weather would prevail in the region. We added two sentences in the conclusion to emphasis this important issue.

- In Lines 388-390, the seasonal accumulated FDD is reducing, suggesting reduced formation of columnar ice and, hence, a smaller role of air temperature in controlling the ice thickness. It is a little partial. In cold regions, air temperature is still the dominant factor controlling the ice thickness. Maybe other factor, such as precipitation in winter, play an important role in ice thickening. Please offer the accurate description.

Reply: The original description was not very accurate. We were meant to say that the role of air temperature on lake ice formation is getting smaller (because the general warming trend of air temperature in the polar region) rather than the role of air temperature is small. The air temperature is still the number one factor affect ice formation. So, the new sentence is:

Because of the air temperature increase, the seasonal AFDD reduces. This results in a decreasing impact of below-zero air temperatures on lake ice growth during the freezing season, as the growth of columnar ice is reduced. Simultaneously, the role of precipitation on total ice formation is enhanced because snow-ice and superimposed ice contribute to an increasing fraction of the total ice thickness.